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Come and see us at stand #120 at the Australasian Gaming Expo.
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EDITOR’S RANT

They say never meet your heroes. I guess the wisdom being
that no-one lives up to childhood memories or expectations.
But I’m not sure that applies to a location. And while
the Hotel Bondi may not really constitute definition as a
childhood ‘hero’ for me, I think it’s fair to say its legend looms
far higher than it probably did for many of the people that
frequented the beachside booze barn it was in the 1970s.
Of course the fact that my would-be hero has been the
beneficiary of years of TLC and respect at the hands of
the Maloney dynasty likely made all the difference to my
reaction when revisiting its nuances and behind-the-scenes
challenges, of which I was blissfully aware four decades ago
as an infant living in and exploring its nook and crannies.
Years of commentating on the successes and brilliance that
emerge out of the Australian pub industry have made me to
some degree immune to the fanfare such things attract (and
deserve), largely in the name of seeing beyond the glitter to
commentate on the insight and reasons behind the success.
But no high-value renovation I have previously seen has
been reinvigorating a hotel that holds a personal connection
and idyllic memories, from a carefree time of life.
With that I preface the Hotel Bondi feature this edition as
being borne of a greater motivation, and perhaps even
tainted with a little blinkered optimism. I do doubt however
that any publican worth his salt would dispute the place
continues to be one of the icons of the industry.
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NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
accept both money and tickets into a gaming machine.
“From our clients’ perspective it will be business as usual, as the
transition to the new banknotes will be seamless.”
Banktech recently acquired industry stalwart Global Gaming, in a
synergy of the two non-competing companies.
Gaming machine manufacturers are similarly mobilising to
prepare for the new notes and have begun education campaigns
to communicate the necessary changes to venue customers.

BUMBLING BANDITS JAILED
FOR ROBBING OWN PUB

Four former employees of the Vegas Hotel were sentenced for a
brazen robbery on the Kings Cross pub in mid-2013.
CCTV caught the dramatic break-in and heist – all staged to draw
attention from the four employees’ identities. Their faces covered,
Adam Elshaimy and Ammar Chahal were seen smashing through
the glass entry to the venue, tying up a co-worker, and filling a
bag with around one-hundred thousand dollars, before escaping
in a car driven by brother, Islam Elshaimy.
The trio had apparently been planning the performance for
several weeks, and with the help of fellow enterpriser Mandouh
Chahal had hopes of an encore a few months later, presumably
when everyone had forgotten.
But in true criminal mastermind fashion, a photo posted to social
media of a man lounging on a couch amid piles of money led to
their arrest.
“Taking that photograph ranks high in the acts of criminal
stupidity that come before this courtroom,” said the judge at the
hearing.
Brothers Adam and Islam Elshaimy were sentenced to four
years-six months and three years-nine months (respectively) and
Ammar Chahal to two years-three months. Mandouh Chahal is
seeking to serve his sentence outside of prison.

NEW $5 NOTES TO
AFFECT EQUIPMENT
The new $5 notes will begin appearing
in September, and most cash-handling
equipment will need to be upgraded.

The RBA unveiled the new notes in April,
which incorporate advanced security
features to prevent counterfeiting while retaining key design
aspects such as colour and size.
Once they begin to enter circulation in September existing $5
notes will remain legal tender, but electronic scanning equipment
will need to be modified to recognise the new currency.
The change will not affect ATMs as they do not dispense $5
notes, but cash handling equipment and the bill acceptors (bill
validators / UBAs) on gaming machines will either require a
software upgrade or need to be replaced.
“RBA has been working closely with a range of companies to
ensure that when the new banknotes are issued, key equipment
that accepts or dispenses banknotes will work effectively with the
new banknotes,” Banktech’s Roxanne Costello told PubTIC.
“This will include any self-service equipment, such as cash
redemption terminals, and importantly bank note acceptors that
6 | June 2016 PubTIC

Scientific Games (SG), proprietor of Bally, WMS, SHFL and
Stargames-branded cabinets, reports most of its machines will
require only a firmware (software programmed into electronic
devices) upgrade to accept the new notes.
This includes Dualos, Equinox, Wave, and WMS Bluebird cabinets
and many e-Star cabinets, while earlier e-Star machines and
Stargames PC3 cabinets contain bill validators no longer
supported by their original manufacturer and not able to be
upgraded.
SG suggest customers should contact their sales reps if they have
any concerns, and to prepare for the rollout.
“[We] recommend that hoteliers contact their service providers to
discuss arrangements for performing these upgrades.”
IGT recognise that its dynasty of machines pose similar
challenges, telling PubTIC “all recent machines can be upgraded
quite simply with a software upgrade” available from IGT (in
NSW/ACT).
These machines include CrystalDual-i, IGT bluechip Neo and IGT
bluechip Neo-N+.
Most older IGT machines feature either a blue or silver/blacktopped bill acceptor (pictured). The blue-topped units can also
be upgraded via firmware, while the older units will need to be
replaced using an IGT conversion kit. Customers possessing even
older machines (such as IGT GU4) will need to talk with their IGT
sales representative.
IGT operates its own network of service technicians in NSW and
the ACT, and engages contracted technicians in other States.
Aristocrat reports to PubTIC that its machines are in the same
disposition, with not all bank note acceptors (BNAs) possessing
technology compatible with the improved security features in the
new $5 notes.
“BNAs in some older cabinets will need to be replaced, whereas
BNAs in more recent cabinets will only require a firmware
upgrade.”
The RBA reports it expects to similarly introduce a new $10 in
FY17, which will likely require only the firmware upgrades due to
the changes brought about by the $5 notes.

BIG SCRUFFY MURPHY’S
DEVELOPMENT

Sydney stalwart Scruffy Murphy’s Hotel has come to market
along with surrounding blocks. With a view to large-scale
development, the properties at 43-49 and 51-53 Goulburn St and
698-704 George St have been amalgamated to form a 1,238 m²
parcel boasting STCA of up to 41 storeys.
Scruffy Murphy’s is a consistent Top-20 gaming venue. Both
it and the adjoining historic Haymarket House sites are in
the parcel, which could see retail levels and up to 111 luxury
residential apartments and 250 serviced apartments.

NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
The site occupies a large corner of George and Goulburn streets
within the country’s most densely populated 1-kilometre radius,
and could even be further expanded, given the cluster of lowrise structures on the block.

traversed and adapted to modified legislations,” he says. “So it’s
no surprise that interstate operators are not fearful of the new
legislation, and are scouring SE Queensland for opportunities
within the asset class.”

It is being marketed by CBRE’s hotel and residential development
divisions, with expectations of “widespread buyer interest” from
overseas and domestic developers and operators.

BYRON ‘TOP PUB’ LOOKS
TO FETCH $70m+

CBRE national director Daniel Dragicevich told PubTIC the hoteldevelopment trend is a popular and lucrative combination for
prominent sites like this.
“As the NSW pubs market continues
to evolve, there have been various
examples of well-positioned, largescale venues being assessed by
developers, as the highest and best
use of the underlying properties and
future development potential become
genuine considerations for owners.
“A development that includes the
re-establishment of a licensed hotel
operation is expected to generate huge
interest from national hotel investors,
developers and operators.”
Haymarket on George will be offered
via Expressions of Interest, closing 8
July, 2016.

Byron Bay’s juggernaut ‘Top Pub’ has hit the market and tight
investor yields could see it fetch over $70 million.
The Beach Hotel is possibly Australia’s ultimate beach hotel,
located on 4,585 m² offering ring-side views of Byron Bay’s
picturesque Main Beach. It was built in 1990 by John Cornell at
a cost of around $9 million, with proceeds from the blockbuster
Crocodile Dundee, which he co-wrote with Paul Hogan.
Cornell (aka Strop) sold the hotel, which has become known
locally as the “Top Pub”, for $65 million in 2007 to current owner
and vendor, Melbourne businessman and restauranteur Max
Twigg.
The Hotel is leased to fellow Melbourne identity and pub
industry veteran John van Haandel, who last year sold his
freehold the Prince of Wales Hotel to Chinese developer Pub Li
City for a lucrative $45 million. The van Haandel lease is until
mid-2017, plus two ten-year options. Annual rental income is
around $4.2 million.
Comparable investor yields at or below six per cent could see a
sale price in excess of $70 million.

NEW SYNDICATE GRABS
TREETOPS FOR $20m

Hotel facilities include multiple bars, a bistro with alfresco
dining area, beer garden, a walk-in bottleshop, gaming room, 25
accommodation rooms, pool with heated spa and conference
facilities. Its monopoly beachside location ensure it sees a
large share of the 1.37 million visitors that come to Byron Bay
throughout each year.

The Treetops occupies a prominent 7,000 m² site in the Gold
Coast’s Burleigh Waters, consisting of a public bar, lounge bar,
bistro, 45 gaming authorities, a large onsite liquor barn and
drive-thru and a satellite bottle shop.

Twigg has engaged both Ray White and CBRE Hotels as agents,
marketing the asset out of both Sydney and Brisbane offices.

A new pub syndicate led by well-known hotelier Peter Ashelford
and Sydney Roosters chairman Nick Politis has snapped up the
Thomas’ Treetops Tavern on the Gold Coast for $20 million.

It was the only Queensland venue of Sydney-based Thomas
Hotels, which has chosen to divest and focus on its 17 Sydney
venues.
The buyer was a new hotel group, formed by former Lewis
Hotels’ head Peter Ashelford and high-flyer Nick Politis, which
purchased Robert Frazer-Scott’s Boathouse Tavern earlier this
year from receivers.
The property was marketed by JLL Hotels’ national director
John Musca, with Brisbane associate Tom Gleeson, who say the
transaction was Queensland’s highest in five years but continues
a run of Gold Coast hotel sales.
“These sales reflect the cyclical trend of interstate hoteliers
looking beyond their tightly held markets to invest in South-East
Queensland, with interest in Brisbane hotels understandably
escalating as a result of the casino announcement and the
enormous weight of capital driving the city and fringe apartment
boom”, said Musca.
The hotel sits opposite the slated $500m Treetops Shopping
Centre development and recently constructed Bunnings
Warehouse. Musca suggests the “State-wide” approach being
seen in Queensland is proving attractive for expansion-bound
hotel groups.

Both agencies have managed sales of similar big-earning largeformat freeholds in recent times, and expect to field plenty of
interest from within the industry and from hungry overseas
capital.
“The national hotel investment market has seen a huge spike
in values in the last couple of years with the continued low
borrowing rate environment directly linking to capitalisation
rates – especially for truly iconic properties such as the
Beach Hotel, Byron Bay,” said CBRE national director, Daniel
Dragicevich.
Ray White’s Asia-Pacific director Andrew Jolliffe expressed similar
comparisons to transactions on landmark properties.
“We’ve recently managed the successful sale of beachfront
iconic hotel properties including the Newport Arms, Northies on
Cronulla Beach and the Crowne Plaza at Terrigal, and the market
depth exhibited internationally when we marketed those three
properties is emblematic of what our expectation is in relation
to this most revered of Australian hotel property opportunities,”
concluded Jolliffe.
The Expressions of Interest campaign closes Wednesday 6 July.

“Hotels benefit from high barriers to entry, and have historically
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LANTERN RESTRUCTURE
ROLLS ON

ASX-listed Lantern Hotel Group (LTN) has been busy exercising
the restructure of its portfolio to focus on core business in the
Sydney metro, listing its remaining pubs in Queensland and
finalising divestment of another.
The Cairns’ Courthouse Hotel is an “institution” in the north
Queensland regional city, being the official Court building
until 1998 and in 2015 becoming the unofficial home of the
Premiership-winning North Queensland Cowboys supporters.
The regal stone building was constructed as part of a scheme
to create employment for returning World War I soldiers, and
took two and half years to complete, opening its doors at the
town’s new Courthouse in January, 1922.
It was substantially renovated and transformed into a hotel,
today boasting multiple bars, a restaurant, function rooms, 35
EGMs, and a large beer garden and giant projection screen for
sporting events.
Next to market was the freehold going concern of
Bundaberg’s Central Hotel, occupying 1,017 m² in the heart of
town, with a 3am licence and 14 EGM authorities.
“The Central Hotel has been a passive investment for Lantern
and is subsequently superfluous to our current business
model,” stated CEO John Osborne.
The ‘non-core’ label has meant the hotel has not been part
of LTN’s capex attentions, and agents say investment into the
hotel’s gaming facilities and unused upper level would bring
significant upside.
Both hotels are being marketed by CBRE Hotels, with national
EOI campaigns by national director Dan Dragecivich, and
Queensland heads Paul Fraser and Glenn Price.
Fraser says for all the activity in south-east Queensland, there
have not been a lot of quality assets arising in other areas of
the State.
“The [Courthouse] is recognised by many across Queensland
as being an institution in Cairns, and we are expecting strong
interest from private pub groups, corporate groups and private
publicans.”
The tropical city is considered to be one of the country’s
top tourism destinations, being the ‘gateway to the Great
Barrier Reef’ and nearest the Daintree Rainforest. Its climate

and attractions also make it a strong business centre, with
conference and incentive programs taking place year-round.
“It’s a special property,” adds Dragicevich. “Not only is it
aesthetically appealing, but it has had such a strong history in
the Cairns community and is likely to attract a wide range of
potential buyers – including those outside of the hotel sector
looking to purchase a trophy asset.”
Of the Central, Frazer suggests the valuation will suit a variety
of potentially interested parties.
“The [Central] hotel represents a fantastic opportunity for an
owner operator to get a foothold in the local market, with the
price point likely to attract a wide range of buyers.”
Meanwhile, divestment of the Beaumont Exchange in
Newcastle has been finalised, with Sydney-based hotelier
Andrew Lazarus snapping up the hotel for a tidy sum. Located
in one of the best regions of NSW’s second-largest city,
Newcastle, the Exchange is a diverse business with significant
opportunities for upside.
“It represents great value,” Lazarus told PubTIC of the
$6.625 million sale price. “I had no real interest in a hotel in
Newcastle, but I looked at the opportunity and within a couple
of days went up, had a look, and put in a bid.”
Lazarus currently operates prominent Sydney pubs The
Eastern in Bondi and top gamer the Macquarie Hotel in
Liverpool, and is the face of new pub fund, Bondi Asset
Management (BAM). Although the Exchange is firstly Lazarus’
own acquisition, he reports either it or his other purchase
from Lantern, Warwick Farm’s El Toro, may become the next
asset in the BAM portfolio.
“I was pleasantly surprised how progressive hotels in Hamilton
and Newcastle are, and it became evident the Beaumont
had fallen behind … it had not had a refurb for 10 years,” says
Lazarus. “I certainly plan to refurbish and relaunch it, after
we’ve done a bit more research on the target market. It’s super
important to know your local community.
“The current management are going to stay, and I have
given them a brief to re-engage with the local community, to
provide the product they are after.”
The Exchange sale campaign was also managed by CBRE
Hotels’ Daniel Dragicevich, with Ben McDonald, who suggest
the Bondi pub baron will suit the entertainment destination.
“Mr Lazarus is a great fit for the Exchange, and we expect –
with his experience and expertise – for the Hotel to continue
to be the local favourite it’s always been,” said Dragicevich.
LTN reported the sale price reflected a seven per cent
premium on the book value recorded 31 December, 2015.
LTN has been aggressively pursuing its plan of action to
reverse the carnage seen in its share pricing, shedding assets
outside Sydney, tweaking the remaining assets and tightening
operating expenses ahead of future investments.
Four property sales in New Zealand were completed for
around $6.2 million, and the El Toro and Dolphin have been
finalised for $35.3 million. The Bowral Hotel sale is under
contract and the GPO freehold in Fortitude Valley will be
transacted this month.
Conversely, 37 per cent (68) of LTN’s EGMs have been
upgraded, with gaming revenue up 18 per cent against the
PCP (previous corresponding period).
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Back to Bondi
– with Kim Maloney

Australia is perhaps best known overseas for its seaside property
and beach-loving lifestyle. And Australia’s best known beach is
almost certainly Bondi.
On 5 September, 1971, the first City2Surf fun run embarked
on becoming an institution, metaphorically bridging the void
between lifestyle in the big smoke and the great Australian
pastime of going to the beach. A run to Bondi Beach, of course.
And undoubtedly the icon of fun on Australia’s favourite beach,
is the majestic Hotel Bondi.
Clyde Mooney reports
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Built in 1919, designed by E. Lindsay Thompson, the Hotel
Bondi displays influence from both Italian architecture and the
Federation styling that dominated Australian housing of the
day. Its four storeys plus rooftop and proud clock tower stood
monolithic and quite alone for some time, overlooking one of
Sydney’s most exquisite yet still somewhat remote beaches.
In the early decades of the Twentieth Century the
underpopulated Eastern Suburbs was largely dunes and
lagoons from Bondi to Rose Bay, and sand was all that was to
be found in Bondi for at least a hundred metres in from the
shoreline. Today still, the bowels of the great Hotel are mighty
brick pillars sunk far down through golden sand to bedrock.
“A lot of people have a Hotel Bondi story, because it’s been
around so long. Yours is a little more intimate than most,”
offered Kim Maloney OAM. The son of industry legend Cyril
Maloney, Kim was himself recognised for his services to
hospitality in 2015, receiving the Order of Australia Medal.
Kim is the proud custodian of the Hotel Bondi, following his
father’s passing in 2013. Cyril purchased the Hotel Bondi in the
early 70s, from Tooths, who had installed my parents – the late
John & Carole Mooney – to reinvigorate it prior to divestment.
Kim arguably performed another great service by taking one
pub reporter, and the entire audience of PubTIC, down a
special kind of memory lane at the legendary Bondi hotel.
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Bondi Hotel. Samuel Wood, ca.1928. Image courtesy
Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales

How It Was
A somewhat sprawling design coming from a quieter time,
the hotel occupied the block on the corner of beach-hugging
Campbell Parade and Curlewis Street, up to Gould Street.
In recent decades it boasted a drive-through bottle shop,
nightclub the Bondi Tram, the upstairs Sand Bar, dining
offerings, and a voluminous capacity for serving beer. The
Bondi’s former cellar has now made way for a 12-space
garage.
“I remember empty kegs around, all the time. Everywhere,” I
said to Kim.
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“It was a good boozer back then. A good week was 120-130
18s,” Kim recalled – himself just a teenager when the Maloney
family took possession from Tooths.
Bondi in the 70s was the coalface of youth and modern living,
and a magnet to immigrants and sight-seers. The village of
red-brick apartments that had sprung up made home for
a continuous wave of good-time and part-time occupants
prioritising lifestyle ahead of virtually everything else.
As time marches on, such dedicated districts go through
periods of fluctuating popularity, and so it was in the 80s
Bondi Beach became a somewhat different kettle of fish.
The increasing population had also contributed to the rising
political and olfactory stench that was the Bondi ocean outfall.
By the time of the “Stop the Poo” concert, Bondi was well and
truly out of favour in the eyes of many.
In the 90s other areas of the Eastern Suburbs, such as former
slum Paddington and bohemian Darlinghurst, forged ahead
with sophisticated venue offerings and a growing food & bev
scene.
Around a decade ago, Cyril determined that the hotel
could stand to reduce its big footprint and big booze
reputation, electing to sell off some of the rear of the
block. This has subsequently become elegant mixed-use
retail and accommodation, which backs seamlessly and
complementarily onto the iconic structure as though it was
always that way.
But Kim and Co of Maloney Hotels want more not less from
the old girl of Bondi. Bondi has bounced back, now getting
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Kim Maloney

over two million tourists a year, but that is not enough either.
The new improved Hotel Bondi will attract tourists from near
and far, locals, and the kind of people that come to the area
for a meal or a drink at night. It will forge ahead as the heart of
Bondi.
Seriously adding to the charm of the old hotel is its
breathtaking view over The Beach. This is being recognised in
realty, with the QT Hotel next door – the former Swiss Grand –
smashing the Australian residential price record last year with
its glass-fronted two-storey penthouse apartment. The sale
figure of $21 million equates to over $40,000 per square metre,

MAJOR FEATURE

which was backed up by another sale in the redeveloped
building.
The Hotel Bondi utopia will unfold in a series of planned
stages, the first of which is now complete and encompasses
an improved main bar, dining area and lounge on street level.
This has also seen the popular beer garden fronting the beach
reinvented as a glass-walled Terrace, with glossy tile tables
and an unmistakably beachy feel.
“The wide gate there was the carriage way for cars as they’d
drive in, drop off guests to go upstairs, and drive out again,”
said Kim. “The tram would come down Curlewis Street, and
turn onto Campbell Parade.
“And here,” he says pointing to odd-looking metal fixtures
embedded in the hotel’s façade, “they were for cabling for
the electricity for the Bondi tram. They were the cable’s
connections back to something solid.”
Following the old route back up Curlewis, we enter the lounge
bar, with its high white tables and hanging linen lightshades

that seem to encapsulate escape from the heat. Stage two will
see this area have its own bar, as the kitchen is doubled in size
in the adjacent dining space to accommodate the increased
focus on fine fare. Expectations are these new elements will be
ready for summer.

Rooms with The View
Bondi’s prickly relationship between tourism and population
has seen the bulk of the ocean outlook snatched by
enterprising residents. As such there are few hotel rooms
along the strip with a view, even including the new QT.
“For six to eight months we’re nearly at 100 per cent
occupancy. After Anzac Day it starts to taper off, but even then
most weekends we’ll still be at sell out.
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“There are just short of 40 rooms, 3-star, and we want to take
them to another level. All have nice en-suites, and many have
their own balcony.”
Australia’s embracement of the tourist dollar and rising global
popularity – particularly with a modest rate against the
greenback – is seeing high-end accommodation investment
in every State. This has similarly bolstered the market for more
affordable rooms, such as to be found in local pub-style hotels.
While many pubs have a half-dozen rooms upstairs, typically
with common toilet amenities, the Bondi’s offerings have been
stylishly retrofitted to a standard befitting their million-dollar
views.
“Dad made the decision that the standard was always good
enough to spend the money to have the en-suites. He didn’t
quite take it to the next level, so that’s what we’re going to do.
“This is part of stage three and four, Clyde. We want to replace
the furniture, make it just a little bit more four-star. Four-star is
also about the facilities, such as you have to offer breakfast.”
The southern end of each floor has a large balcony area
going down much of the side of the building. These are very
generous spaces, framing the ocean view with domed brick
pillars and lined with old-world artisan tile floors. While levels
two and three remain much as they have for a century – for
now – the level four balcony showcases what they have in
store.
This ostensibly outdoor area has been enclosed in glass and
combined with an adjoining room to produce a world-class
penthouse suite, replete with modern touches like a rise-up

views from the rooftop

flat screen TV, Wi-Fi and cool, elegant décor. Whitewashed
distressed timber dominates the furniture motif, and the
antique terrazzo floor has been specially restored to let you
not forget you are on a beachside balcony.
“When I first looked at it I thought I don’t know whether we
can bring this back,” noted Kim. “But a friend of mine said he
had a mate who specialises in this sort of remedial work. He
came in and did just a little patch, and I went “oh wow! look at
that” so we decided to keep it and I’m really glad we did.
“It’s original, one hundred years old and it’s come up
stunningly.”
Most rooms not on the eastern face of the hotel encircle a
north-facing multi-level breezeway that was once open to the
sky. Currently topped with an uninspiring corrugated roof, it
will soon be instead glass, allowing natural light to flood the
area. These rooms don’t boast their own ocean views, but the
courtyard areas do and provide common space to enjoy it.

Sky’s the limit
In my parents’ day, the manager’s residence was on the top
floor, at the back. An inauspicious flight of stairs led to the
tarred roof, which was not only large enough to entertain an
active three-year-old, its cushioned surface reduced the perils
of the many tripping hazards.

views from the rooftop
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Although not part of the hotel’s licenced area, the roof will in
time become home to two more penthouse suites, set back
from the Campbell Pde façade but nonetheless with their own
exquisite views.

MAJOR FEATURE

“I know we spent a lot of time out on the roof,” I recalled to
my host. “There was the old double-sink, and next to it the
old wringer. I remember trying to put clothes in there, and
turn the big handle to squeeze them dry.
“My brother and I would look for things on the beach with
binoculars … he was 11 years older, and I think that had a
somewhat different purpose for him.”
“It’s a very pretty beach, isn’t it,” Kim observes poignantly,
joining me at the stone balustrade. “It’s up there. It’s world
class. It’s not too big, it’s got beautiful headlands to frame it,
and beautiful white sand. It ticks all the boxes.
“In 73 when we took on this place, I had just got my licence,
and dad had just got a brand new navy blue Rolls Royce. He
was having a Sunday BBQ party, and I had to bring the grog
over to Neilsen Park in the new car. I got most of the way
there and thought I’d test it out, and I put my foot down.
Those old cars didn’t brake that well and I probably had
another half a ton of beer in the back, and I couldn’t stop and
went over the gutter and ploughed into the main fence.”
Cyril Maloney was known as a giant personality, with a frame
to match, and likely a suitable replacement for my father
the former footballer who served as publican bouncer in
the rowdy boozer during his tenure. The more modestly
proportioned six-foot-plus Kim represents the literal next
generation of thinking man’s drinking house, destined to ride
out the tides of change.
Enjoying a priceless view, we agreed there was
certainly a bite in the air when you stepped out of the
uncharacteristically warm sunshine basking the Hotel Bondi.
“Good size waves out there at the moment,” Kim notes as we
watch and reflect.
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Bondi Hotel. Samuel Wood, ca.1928. Image courtesy
Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales

BUILD IT UP, TEAR IT DOWN

– THE HOSPITALITY REGULATION DILEMMA
How does Government reconcile the contradiction
between promoting tourism and stifling hospitality in
the name of reducing alcohol consumption?
Short answer – it doesn’t. Adam Le Lievre reports
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How do you embrace tourism and all it provides the Australian
economy while placing restrictions on the hospitality industry
and licensed venues – one of tourism’s principal contributors?
In most places around the world this contradiction doesn’t
exist, but in Australia, it’s happening in most states and
territories.
Across Europe (where people generally consume more
alcohol per capita then Australians) tourism and hospitality
work hand in glove. The same should be true in Australia, but
governments are boosting their tourism spend while at the
same time furthering new (and old) ways to restrict hospitality
and licensed premises – a major part of Australia’s tourism
offering.
Lockout laws, early closing times and being told what and
how much of something one can drink is all blamed on
‘alcohol-related violence’. So why do we have this problem
when Australians – according to the Australian Bureau of
Statistics – “are drinking less alcohol overall than any time in
the previous 50 years”?
The answer is heavily debated and involves a myriad of
stakeholders including publicans, punters, government,
powerful public health lobbyists, police, health professionals
and more. Anthropologist Dr Anne Fox says that in Australia
“too little emphasis is currently placed on the social and
cultural drivers of poor behaviour” as opposed to our
fascination with violence being related to alcohol.
Regardless of what the right answer is, it’s a sad reality that
we seem destined to continue down a road of tourism and
hospitality policy contradiction in pursuit of change, unless
governments and policy-makers look outside the box and find
ways to curb the unacceptable behaviour of a minority, and
embrace what hospitality and licensed venues aim to provide
the majority.

Tourism and Hospitality
policy contradictions
In May, 2016, the NSW Government allocated $175m for
tourism and events in the 2016-17 budget, while at the
same time the impact of Sydney’s controversial lockout
laws is being assessed in the Callinan Review. The review
is considering the impact of the 1.30am lockout and 3am
cessation of liquor sales laws on alcohol-related violence and
other harms on businesses, their patrons, and community
amenity. Local industry says the restrictions have cost Sydney
hospitality businesses tens of millions of dollars and thousands
of jobs. Some applaud the laws, but there is no question
there has been a drastic shift in Sydney’s hospitality and
tourism offering. A review report will be submitted to the NSW
Government for consideration in August, 2016.
South to Melbourne, and the State Government is currently
proud to distinguish itself from New South Wales. Victoria
added $109 million for tourism, major events and international
education in their Budget. Victorian Transport Minister, Jacinta
Allan recently told The Age, “unlike Sydney, which shuts down
late at night, Melbourne’s night economy is booming, creating
jobs and making our city safer and easier to enjoy”.
But Victoria has been there before, introducing a 2am
lockout in 2008 in parts of Melbourne. KPMG later found the
Melbourne lockout led to an increase in reported assaults
between midnight and 2am and also between 2am and 4am.
Following a review, the first stage of amendments to Western
Australia’s Liquor Control Act were legislated in November,
2015. Industry there ended up with a government response
that could have been a lot worse had the Barnett Government
listened to the demands of the health lobby and police.
The West Australians are singing from a similar song sheet to
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hospitality”. Additional red tape and regulatory burden on
an already heavily regulated industry is a reality Queensland
licensees fear they will have to become accustomed.

Getting the policy right

New South Wales, having just added an extra $30m to tourism
and marketing promotion in their State Budget. Australian
Hotels Association (WA) CEO, Bradley Woods said,
“new funding for tourism marketing and promotion
has come at the perfect time, with the WA
economy transitioning from mining to the service
sector, and over 2000 new hotel rooms being built
in Perth by 2018”. But only ten days before the
Budget announcement, Mr Woods was fronting the
media rejecting calls for stricter lockout laws.

Queensland in focus
Queensland’s Budget has acknowledged the
role Asia plays in Australian tourism, providing
$33 million to attract more Asian tourists. Again,
while pumping up tourism, the Government is
simultaneously rolling out its ‘Safe Night Out
Strategy’ (SNOS). From 1 July this year Queensland pubs, clubs
and bars are required to stop serving alcohol at 2am, unless
situated in a designated ‘safe night’ precinct, where alcohol
can be served until 3am, albeit with a lockout on more patrons
from 1am.
Under the SNOS strategy, the government has established
safe night precincts (SNPs) to try and ensure effective local
management of key entertainment areas. Local boards
operating as incorporated associations manage the SNPs.
Once a local board is formed for an SNP, licensees within that
SNP are required to become a member.
However, for a local board to be formed, a vote must be
carried to incorporate the SNP. PubTIC can reveal that at a
recent meeting approximately forty Brisbane CBD licensees
overwhelmingly rejected a Brisbane CBD SNP, with only four
votes being taken in favour.
Local licensees are concerned about the added regulatory
burden to their businesses and having to comply with the
eventual roll out of compulsory networked ID scanners in
certain licenced venues. PubTIC understands that the Brisbane
CBD licensees prefer to retain 2am last service with no lockout
over 3am last service with a 1am lockout.
Talking to several licensees, the common thing they said was
“we just want to be able to run our business and provide
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Tourism is Australia’s number one service export and
represents three per cent of the Australian economy. In 201415 visitors to Australia spent over $107 billion. Pubs alone
provide employment opportunities for over a quarter of a
million people in Australia. It is contradictory to put millions
into tourism, while restricting such a significant component of
tourism.
Again looking around the world,
solutions have been found that allow
hospitality and licensed premises to
flourish and reach their full potential
without people losing their businesses
and jobs. Amsterdam was the first
European city to appoint an official
advocate for the city’s nightlife and
economy, a plan now introduced in
Paris, Nantes and Toulouse and being
considered in London and Berlin. The
role involves initiating debate and
discussion about finding ways to resolve
issues in night time precincts. The
advocate is known as the ‘Night Mayor’.
Different societies around the world with similar levels and
patterns of alcohol consumption experience very different
levels of anti-social and violent behaviour in their night time
economies – there is a reason why Australia is different and
we’re kidding ourselves if we’re going to stand by and put all
the blame on alcohol.
Dr Fox says, “Most of the differences can be explained by
social and cultural factors and, with concerted effort, can be
influenced”.
We can certainly do better than we are now.

OUTBACK & PROUD

Till Quieter Times

Starting life as quiet little pub located in an idyllic setting

Today it also means “pretty town with an excellent Aussie

beside the Myall river, just a couple of hours north of Sydney,

pub” and is a favoured lunch stop for folks heading to holiday

the Plough Inn Hotel was also on the main track heading

in the wonderful Myall Lakes district. In fact, this whole area

north out of the big smoke.

has heaps of great relaxation options, with State Forest walks

Over the years the traffic grew, and with it the noise and
bustle. But about 20 years ago the “new highway” – as the
locals like to call it – bypassed this lovely little township, and
now once again this fair dinkum outback pub is enjoying the
peace and tranquillity of the quiet main street of Bulahdelah.
The correct pronunciation is BULL-AH-DEEL-AR. It’s had over
a dozen spelling changes since it was first mentioned in print,
and is said to be an aboriginal word – with assorted meanings,
depending on which website you visit.
One source claims it to mean “meeting of the waters”. The
Crawford River is just around the bend, so that could work.
Another claims it was originally two indigenous words,
“Boolah Dilla” meaning ‘great rock’. This is supposedly in
reference to nearby Alum Mountain, which was the focus of
an important mining industry that supported the region for
three quarters of a century, until 1972.
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all around, a river and nearby lakes to play on, and even an
historic walk for railway buffs in nearby Wooton.
The Plough Inn pub was built by one of the area’s earliest
settlers – a bloke named Thomas Blanch – and has been a
licensed pub since 1866. The published family history tells
us that when Tom decided to build another pub a bit further
up the track, in Forster, he gave this pub to his son. He later
retired back in Bulahdelah, where his old bones rest today.
A few years ago a more well-known name was for a while
nailed over the entrance, when legend rugby league referee
Bill Harrigan bought the pub. He has since taken down his
shingle and moved on.
A more recent change of status saw the Plough Inn as
the new ‘Pub with No Beer’ due to a minor and thankfully
temporary clerical error. There was a two-day lag between the

reputation for dining, which includes great steaks, home-

departure of the previous licensee and the issuing of a new

made pies, and a very tempting vegetarian menu. There are

licence to the incoming. For a couple of grim days early this

few restaurants around that can offer such a tranquil setting,

year the pub had to cease selling beer, and switched off the

with a play area for kids to romp while their parents relax with

gaming machines.

a great meal, gazing at the lazy Myall River.

Fortunately for the town, the kitchen didn’t close and the

And the taps are well and truly flowing again at the old Plough

Plough Inn managed the dry spell on the back of its excellent

Inn.
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